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3rd Apr 2020
trailer for a aqua rama riva 1/10 scale speedboat

Hi all has anybody got a plan for a boat trailer or where I can get one from. I have
had a look on on the net. There are a couple of ready made ones but l would like
to have a go at making my own.
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4th Apr 2020
TRAILER FOR AQUA RAMA RIVA

Well, cheers chaps thanks for the replies the build is about half way through, not
looking forward to the finishing coats of varnish it looks like a mammoth task just
ordered up lots of sheets of very fine wet and dry = 3000 to 7000. just hope i have
the the energy to keep rubbing . not 16 any more.?
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4th Jun 2020
riva aquarama

Hi all dived into youtube on the control of two speed controllers. found some good
tutorials on how to programme my transmitter to enable the use of both gimbal
sticks to control both motors to one stick. ( throttle). then to control each motor on
the other stick individually to be able to help the rudders turn the boat. Jim.
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4th Apr 2020
TRAILER FOR AQUA RAMA

Hi lads i notice that some of us are having a bit of a problem carrying our boats to
and from our means of transport to our lakes / ponds a couple of the more senior
chaps at our club have taken to using the four wheel garden trolleys. i know they
are rather large but you can fit a whole load of gear on them. our chaps seem to
favor them for the large tugs they like to build.
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1st Jun 2020
Riva Aquarama

you are not wrong my friend fell in love with her at the southern counties model
show in 2018 a chap had the great big one but just as a static model she looked
as if you could swim in the clear coats of varnish. Mines the 85 cm version little
sister but just as beautiful. been on line quite a bit now researching the power
system a lot of peeps are warning you off the amati set up (cheap and nasty was
one discription) not strong enough very bad vibration through the motors to
propshaft connections. I will copy the amati kit but beef up all the components.
anyways thank you for you time and effort Jimmy.
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5th Apr 2020
AQUA RAMA TRAILER

Thank you chaps for your for your posts on the boat trailer. i tried you tube in
england very limited as was pointed out. went on a bit of a hunt through the
american you tube found quite a few some simple made from plywood and
aluminium strip to all metal ones using the fittings and suspension from some of
the model monster trucks. whatever looks like its gonna be fun. cheers all keep
safe.
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31st May 2020
Aquarama Riva

Hi Bill the manufacturer of the model is Amati I have tried their home web page
but they dont show the particular down load I need. I sent them a E,mail request
for the info I need lets see how good there customer services are. thanks for the
reply. Jimmy.
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5th Apr 2020
WAVE PRINCESS MORE MONEY THAN SENSE.

Hi chaps its been a while since i have been on line with the build to see how i,m
getting on well i have had a go and finished my first child ??? i did tart her up a bit
maybe relying to much on looks than substance but i think that is for other people
to judge. still a silly sod for a pretty girl. when i work out how to add piccys i will
add them to my blog. stay safe it wont last for ever. Hi chaps worked out how to
add pics.
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31st May 2020
Aquarama riva build.

Hi chaps can anybody out there help, Managed (all on my own) to lose miss place
or chuck away the building instructions. put the lot into a build folder and hey
presto vanished. So has any of you kind members got a copy of the build
instruction and the electric build instructions I could take a copy of I have no
problem in paying for a set its the electric build instructions that I really need I
want to install a twin prop setup. Cheers chaps, Jim.
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